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ABSTRACT

In 1983, in the Netherlands' highly differentiated
school system, two types of curriculum representing different ability
levels were combined as a first step towards.a more heterogeneous
grouping of student abilities. A study of one aspect of the results
of this change compared over 1000 samples of English and German
second language listening comprehension tests administered before and
after the change. Statistical analysis of test results from students
representing two different ability levels in different years indicate
that the curriculum change may have had a negative effect at both
levels of achievement. The results indicate that mixing ability
levels has a negative effect on the final ability attained. The
findings are supported by results on tests of other foreign language
skills (reading comprehension) and in another subject (chemistry).
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EFFECT OF MIXING ABILITY GROUPS ON ABILITY LEVELS ATTAINED

JOHN H.A.L. de Jong (Cita, Netherlands)

Summery

In the Netherlands the system of secondary education

differentiated. Possibly as a first step towards a comprehensive

system two different types of secondary education were brought
together in 1983. However, because of the width of the ability ?ghee,
examinations at two different levels are offered at the end er the
curriculum. The two levels were meant to be eqeivalent to thee, In
the two types of secondary education of the former system. Data from
samples of 300 to 1000 examinees oh English and German foreign
language listening comprehension tests were collected before and
1N systems. In an equating procedure
based on Item Response Theory, using the Rasch Model, tests of

after the introduction of the

different levels and 7rom different years are interlirked by means of
common items and common representative samples. The change in the

educational system is found to have had a negative effect at both
levels of achievement. These findings are corroborated by results on

tests of other foreign language skills (reading comprehension) and
other subjects (chemistry).
Introduction
Secondary education in the Netherland; is a highly
differentiated system. Four different schooltypes aim at four

different proficiency levels.

LBO provides lower vocational training and is attended by about
22% orthe age cohort. LBO has a four year program. Final
examinations are taken as a rule at the age of 16. The foreign
language programme takes about 300 hours and leads to a level
comparable to the Threshold Level as defined by the Council of Europe
(Van Ek. 1975).
MAYO is the lowest level of general education, meant as a basis
by about 37%
for friager training for clerical jobs and is attended
of the age cohort. MAYO has a four year programme. Final examinations
are taken at the age of 16. The foreign language proves/He takes
about 400 hours.
HAVO is an intermediate level of general education, meant to

prepgrror further studies leading to higher non-academic jobs and
is attended by about 22% of the age cohort. Final examinations are at
the age of 17. The foreign language programme takes about 500 hours
and the final level is comparable to that reached by secondary
education in most western countries.
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YW1 is the highest level of general
education meant as a
prepaTition for academic studies and is taken by about 18% of the
age
cohort. YWO is a six year programme. Final
examinations are taken at
the age of 18. The foreign language
programme takes about 600 hours.
Within the MAYO schools, however, two subtypes have to be
distinguished. Until 1979 pupils could choose either a three or
four year programme: MAYO -3 and MAYO -4.

a

Final examinations for MAYO -3

were at a level below the regular (I.e.: MAYO -41 level. This MAYO -3
level was comparable to the LBO level and was taken by about 5% of
all pupils attending MAYO. For several school subjects examination
papers were identical for LbU and KAYO -3. In 1979 it was decided to
bring all MAYO pupils together in a single school with the same four
year CurriculUM for all. At the end of the curriculum
pupils have the
cnoice - for each subject separately
- to take examinations at bwo
different levels: MAYO -C or MAYO -9. These levels are meant to
correspond to the MAYO -:, and MAYO -4 levels in the former system and

several examination papers are once again !dontical for LBO and
MAVOC. The rationale behind the change of tae system for MAYO is to
offer all students better chances. A MAYO -3 certificate was not
greatly appreciated. It was therefore felt to be better for KAYO
students to be able to postpone the definitive choice for a
particular level; to offer all MAYO students the opportunity to
obtain the higher level MAYO certificate. If this aim should prove to
be too high for some, then the possibility
of taking exams in a
number of subjects at the lower level would give them a chance to
obtain a certificate with the prestige o
the higher level MAYO for
at least the remainder of the subjects.
In 1983 the first cohort of MAW) pupils in the new system
presented themselves for final examinations. The present study was
undertaken to reveal the effect of the changes in the MAYO schools
on the achievement level of 144110 pupils: did the postponement of
level determination and the lengthening of the curriculum for the
lower level lead to better results and to higher certification?

Method
The method used is based on Item Response Theory using the
Rasch Model (Basch, 1960). In the Rasch Model one item parameter and
one person parameter determine the probability that a given person
answers a given item correctly. The item parameter in the Rasch
Model is called the difficulty parameter and the person parameter is
called the ability parameter. However, since for the calibration of
each test an arbitrary origin of meas-,ement is selected the
numerical values of the parameters of different tests cannot be
compared directly. In order to make them comparable a common origin
has to be determined for the different tests. This procedure, known
as test equating, can be followed if:
the tests contain a number of canon items;
- the groups taking the tests Cnntlin
cOmrion persons;
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samples from the
- the groups taking the tests are representative
same population.
If one of these conditions is met, and if the tests measure the same
ability, and the tests are not to far apart in difficulty and
reliability (Petersen et al., 1982) the item parameters of the tests
and the ability parameters of the persons can be equated, i.e: the
parameters can be put on a single malt.
In 1982 (the last year of MAYO examinations in the former
system) random samples of 300 were taken from the 180, MAYO -3 and
MA10-4 populations. Because the 180 and MAYO -3 levels are supposed to
be identical 180 and MAYO -3a students take the same foreign language
listening comprehension test. The students in each staple Here asked
the
to take one third of the test of the other level besides taking
of
180
and
!VIVO
-3
students
took
a
part
test at their own level: thus
took
a
part
of
the
180/Melf0-3
the MAY0-4 test and MAYO -4 students
test. In 1983 and 1984 similar proceAnres were followed with samples
of 300 to 1000 free the LBO, MAW) -C and MAYO -D populations. This
design would permit equating both the tests and the populations

Radom samples of 1000 180

concerned by means of a common item link.
pupils from the years 1982, 1983 and 1984 were taken to form
representative samples of the son population, thus permitting to
equate the scales of the subsequent years.
The tests used in this study are the regular Cito tests of
foreign language listening comprehension. The tests were originally
developed in a research project at the University of Utrecht (Groot,
1975). Because examinations are public, new tests have to be
developed each year. Cito tests of foreign language listening
comprehension have been constructed at Cito and used in final
examinations in schools for over ten years. The objective of the
tests, as defined by Groot (1975), is to evaluate foreign language
learners' ability to understand the foreign language, spoken
spontaneously by educated native speakers at normal conversational
speed. Extremely informal elements as well as lexical and syntactical
educated native speakers
elements that are incomprehensible to less
and topics requiring specific knowledge are excluded from the tests.
The language arterial consists of three or four interviews with
native speakers of various occupations and professions. The item
format is a multiple choice question with three options. The language
material is divided in samples of forty to fifty seconds; the correct
answer fs a one phrase summary of the global contents of the sample.
Each sample is followed by a pease of twenty seconds on the tape
the item in their test book end
stitch allows the students to read
tick their answer on an answer sheet. A second item format was
with
introduced (De Jong, 1983; De Jong, 1984): modified Ooze it
to thirty seconds on the tape a
two options. In each sample of twenty
replaced by an electronic
word, or group of words is deleted and
original text are chosen for
signal. Words to be deleted frce the
their semantic relevance in the context. The language material
items and other radio
consists of discussions, conversations, nets
programmes. The students are to decide in a pause of seven seconds
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following the language
samples on tape, which of the two options
their test book can be used to restore
in
the original text. Depending
on level sad ited tweet
total test length may vary from Corti
fifty items.
to
Administration time varies
between fifty and sixty
Simetes. Test reliability
(KR20) ranges from .75 to .85.
The test analyses
according to the Rasch Model were performed
with the corpeter
programme CALFIT (Wright and
Mead, 1975). Tests
were equated following to the procedure
described by Wright and
Stone (1979).

lesmIts mod dispassion
Filer* 1 presents
the results from the
equating procedures on
the German foreign
language listening
comprehersion tests for MAYO in
the years 1982, 1983 and 1984. The three
horizontal lines in figure
la represent the
ability variables in the
subsequent years, but
should In fact be regarded as a single line
as the tests have been
calibrate0 on a single
scale. Above the lines
higher MVO level is indicated by triangles. the mean ability at the
The shaded areas
represent the distribution
of ability from
below the mean to two standard deviations two standard deviations
above the mean, thus
covering shalt 96t of the population.
Arrows indicate the cut-off
point. Below each line the sale is shown
fcr
the lower MAYO level.
The dot on each line
represents the L80 mean ability in the
subsequent years, the dots
connected by a dotted
The figure shows that thereare
is a difference of about vertical line.
unity of measurement
one logit (the
on the ability scale)
between the two MAYO
levels. This difference
remains fairly constant during the
three
years. The mean ability of
MAYO levels shifts
is: to the lower end of theboth
to the left. that
ability
scale
in
1983.
Althgugh
ability at both levels
the mean
slightly moves to the right again in 1984
does not reach the
it
original level of 1982.
The number of students
at
the
two
MAYO
levels
varies from year to year. A larger
is not equal and
proportion of the total MAYO
population has taken
examinations at the lower
MAYO level from 1983
on. This has an effect
on the wean ability of
the total MAYO
population. The mean ability and the
distribution of ability in the
total MAYO population
is pictured in Figure
lb. Figure lb is dram at
the same scale as Figure la. The arrows indicate
the subsequent
the mean ability in
years; the shaded area
represents the distribution of
ability of 96% of the total MAYO population
(both levels). Apart from
the shift to the lower end of the ability
scale a smaller spread Sn
ability can be observed.
Figures 2a and 2b picture
the same kind of data for English
listening comprehension. Figure 2a shows a
comparable shift to the
lower end of the ability
scale as was found
for German. For English,
however, the mean ability of the lower MAYO level,
which was well
above the mean L80 level in 1992, is below
Gerxan, a slight shift to the right in 1984 180 in 1983. Again, as for
does not result in
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complete recovery of the original level. 1110 combinatiOlf the two
MAYO levels in Figure 2b shows a similar narrating of the sproad in
ability of the total MAYO population as was falai for Mown.
An observed shift in axon ability of a pepulatiON of all*
90,000 students cannot be interpreted as a staniard error Of the
mean. Furthermore, it is highly Improbable that such a Sialiedatd error
of the mean would cause deviation 1,1 the same direction ter IMO
different years and for two different langsages. To Check On SOmplIng
errors reference was made to the results of tie pepilatioNt concerned
on reading comprehension tests. Results on the reeding comerebension
tests are collected each year fro th4 total population 414000 LVO
students and 90,000 SAVO students. Figure 3 plater% the relative
position of the lower level MAYO students and the 1110 students from
1978 to 19e4 in standard deviations of test stores. The mean 00
score is set at zero, the horizontal axis represents time aid the
vertical uis staadere deviations of test scores on the reading
comprehension tests. The mean score of the lower level SAVO Students
for English reading comprehension was traditionally well ahem* the
mean score of LBO students. This situation changes in 1963t the lower
level MAYO students drop to a level that is more than half a standard
deviation below their former level, For German c siiiriimr drop can bay
observed, in this case enlarging the original diitanCO hetueen LBO
and lover level MAYO.
Another possible influence on the mean ability of the MAYO and
LBO students co Id be a change in the groups involved. If gets a
large proportion of the age cohort has CMS% for a tiffehlAt
schooltype since the change of the system, a shift in mean ability of
the groups is to bo expected. Figure 4 picturai the number of
examinees taking English (Ca. 97t of the total mutation) in the
different schooltypes from 1972 to 1984. LotkIng at the period from
1972 to 1982 a constant growth, parallel to the poetise? increase in
population can be observed. The two MAYO groups are an otception in
that the lower level MAYO group decreases from 1990 on going with a
more rapid growth of the higher level MAYO. Immediately after the
change of the MAYO system a dramatic change in the two MVO
populations can be observed: more than three times as *any MVO
students opt for the lower level SAVO. There is no indication of a
shift in population between LBO and MAYO. The larger number of lower
level MAYO students is apparently recruited from the group that
formerly opted for the higher level MAYO and would therefore be
expected to raise the level of achievement in the lower level group.
Furthermore, hypothesizinc that it will not have been the highest
achievers in the higher level group that deserted this level for the
lower, one could equally have expected a rise in mean ability for the
higher level MAYO. The observed change in numbers of the MAYO groups
therefore, cannot account for the downward shift in achievement. Cn
the contrary, this change would lend one to expect a shift in the
opposite direction. Bakker (1984) reports that the hypothesis of a
rise in mean ability of the higher MAYO group in chemistry, due to
the changed distribution of MAYO students over the two MAYO levels
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after the change ofthe system, has to be rejected.
Apart from the effect on the achievement level of MAYO students
the damp in the MAYO system has had its effect on their level of
certification. Figure 5 pictures this effect. The proportion of MAYO
stellate taking a subject at the higher MAYO level has gone down for
all sableCts. Figure 5a shows the exact proportions in 1982 and 1983
for Enlist. Fee the foreign languages the proportion of ca. .05 of
'-x-tee total MAYO popolatiem that to
the lower MAYO level has gone up
to a proportion of .15 to .18. For subjects such as metheeetics and
chemistry, traditionally regarded as difficult, the original .05 way
go up to proportions of .20 to .40.
The advocates of the change in the MAYO system present the
statistics of Figure 5b as proof of a positive effect. Before the
change ofthe eystam 158 to 20% of the total MAYO population finished
their last year without aey certificate at all and had to sit the
last year again to obtain a certificate, which meant the loss of an
entire year for these students. In the new system, only about 7% or
8% fail to obtain a certificate. However, one whole year has been
added to the curriculum for about 5% of the students: they have had
their 'leas of a year".
To mske a fair comparison between the certification of MAYO
students before and after the change of the system, the level of
certification also has to be taken into account. Figure 5c shows that
the proportion of Nave students taking all subjects at the lower
level has remained more or less the same in 1982 and 1983. The number
of failerts amongst this group has increased drametically: from about
20% in 1982 to almost 50% in 1983. The proportion of candidates
taking MAYO exams in all subjects at the higher level in 1983 is only
half of that of the years before. Granted, the students taking all
subjects at the higher level do so with success in 1983 a larger
proportion posses the exams, but it is much smaller group than
Before. A smeller proportion of MAYO students will in effbct enjoy
the greeter 1104141 appreciation associate6 with the higher level
certificate. The proportion of MAYO students passing at the higher
level MAYO for all subjects has gone down from about .80 in 1982 to
about .53. Between lower level MAYO and higher level MAYO
intennegiate lsvols have been created; students can not have mixed
level certificates. These mixed certificates can contain one subject
at the lower level and five subjects at the higher level; or five
subjects at the lower level and one subject at the higher level or
any other combination with a total of six subjects. How exactly the
mixed level certificates will be appreciated cannot be foreseen, but
a certificate with all subjects taken at the higher level will no
doubt receive more appreciation.
After only two years it is too early to pronounce a final
judgement on the now MAYO system. However, the downward shift in the
mean ability of the total MAYO population for listening comprehension
of German and English, the relatively lower scores for the lower
level KAYO on reading comprehension tests of German and English, the
absence of a rise in mean ability in chemistry in spite of a more
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select gram, the smaller proportion of rAvo swifts obtaining a
certificate with all subjects taken at the higher levelocall theme observations reveal a similar tendency: mixing ability grasps hes a
negative effect on the final ability attained. Various *planation
for this negktive effect cam be offered. Teachers mg tend to adept
their level of teaching to the mean level of the students in the
group. Students may be less motivated to de their utmost Veen they
know failure at the higher level does not amen total fellers: they
can always try their sweets at a lower level. Thesigh were data on
the results of the nee system are needed, It Is Impossible temelcome
the present results and extreme Cation has td be taken in Further
experiments towards a comprehensive system.
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